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Principal's Corner

Wow the year has gone fast! We are already half way through the year and about to hit the
exciting time where our Agri curriculum really comes to life. Just like last year the first 2
terms are prep time and now the projects start really taking shape in terms three and four.
This curriculum is so important for our students' learning- the skills they learn are not just
Agri but also project managing, team work and reading, writing and maths are hidden
within their learning as they work to achieve their goals.
We really value this at Kumeroa and to deepen the learning as much as possible we need
help. With projects ranging from raising stock to fixing and repairing the Agri things we
already have (like sheds, seats etc) to planting, growing/harvesting to make products with
our produce we really need as much parental and community help as possible. You do not
need to be an expert- we just need your time. The students love seeing their family and
community involved in their learning so any help would be much appreciated and make a
real difference to our students' learning. Please just contact us if you are able to help in
anyway.
Have a safe and relaxing holiday and we look forward to seeing you all on Monday 22 July.
Caroline

Wellbeing

One of our strategic goals is GROWing students and staff who are empowered, resilient
and have high levels of wellbeing. As part of this we have conducted surveys on all
students and staff to see the levels of this in our school at the moment.

Student Findings:
Overall students showed a high level of wellbeing.
Our students had strong connections to friends and family and the vast majority had a
wide range of strategies for how to make themselves feel better when they are sad.
Students know how to keep physically healthy and clean and almost all students had at
least one friend that they really trusted
Some students said that what made them feel unsafe at school was a student being mean
to them.
Next steps:
Helping to ensure ALL students had strategies to to help them when they feel upset.
Building on from the Positive behaviour plan that the students and teachers created last
term by working on the consequences and Restorative Justice practices at Kumeroa.
Helping to build our culture of inclusion even further to help those few students who do
not have strong friendships.

Teachers

Teachers identified the staff team at
Kumeroa as a real asset for their
wellbeing- especially our sense of fun.
The students and community also
helped teacher wellbeing as did having
fun with our learners. Teachers felt that
we focused on working smart and doing
what is best for the learners. Some of the
pressure were long work hours to best
meet the needs of our students and an
inability to turn off and refresh.
Next steps:
As a staff and Board of Trustees we have
decided that teachers will not check or
answer emails from 6 pm every week
night and from 6pm Friday till Sunday
afternoon.
Parents are still welcome to make
contact but they will not be responded
to until the morning ,enabling teachers
to switch off and refresh ready for the
next teaching day. We have also
committed to not contacting each other
in this time unless it is an emergency.

